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Abstract— A key requirement for modern Networks-on-Chip
(NoC) is the ability to detect and diagnose faults and failures. A
novel approach is proposed which addresses the challenge of
fault detection using an online mechanism. The approach
minimises online intrusion by employing dynamic rates of testing
to maximize NoC throughput while still ensuring sufficient
testing. This is achieved using a novel Monitor Module based on
the back-off algorithm. The paper presents results on the
minimal impact on the intrusion of the NoC for a range of test
conditions and also highlights the low area/power overheads for
scalability.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The NoC was first introduced in [1] and is composed of
routers, channels and processing elements. The concept is
similar to traditional computer networks where packets of
information are communicated via paths across several routers,
and routers define the path between the source and destination
processing elements. NoCs are an active research field and
widely used by many industrial applications [2]. Despite
considerable NoC research, many issues remain including
fault-tolerance, Quality of service policies, traffic modelling,
latency and power minimization [3], [4]. According to ITRS,
during operational lifetime, 1% of chips experience a fault per
day, and in the near future, the manufacturing defect rate will
reach the level of approximately 1,000 defects/m2 [5], [6].
Therefore fault tolerance is a significant challenge for modern
NoCs due to the increase in physical defects in advanced
silicon manufacturing processes.
To ensure modern NoCs are able to accommodate faults
and maintain operation post-manufacturing requires the
development of autonomous systems that can self-detect and
self-repair without human intervention. The fault detection of
NoC systems is generally divided into the testing of processing
elements, routers and interconnects [7]. For example, the
processing elements can be tested by re-using the NoC as a test
access mechanism [8]; scalable partial scan and test wrapper
techniques were used to test the NoC routers [9] and the
interconnect faults can be detected by a built-in self-test
scheme [10], a broad detection strategy [11] or a token-based
fault detection mechanism [12]. The repair techniques include
a dynamically reconfigurable routing algorithm [13], adaptive
routing algorithm (e.g. HLAFT [14], FTDR and FTDR-H [15])
and data-splitting strategy [16] to enhance the system fault978-1-4799-5356-1/14/$31.00 © 2014 IEEE

tolerance ability. The proposed work in this paper focuses on
interconnect fault detection as modern NoCs now consume a
significant level of resources, and therefore is now viewed as a
major system component which is susceptible to faults. The
output from the proposed work can be employed with an
adaptive routing algorithm to provide a ‘corrective’ mechanism
when faults are detected. Interconnect faults can cause loss of
packets or even router crashes [17]. Faults that occur at the
interconnect are mainly stuck-at, bridging, crosstalk, single
event upsets and single event transient faults. Stuck-at faults
are widely detected in digital circuits and can be divided into
stuck-open and stuck-on faults, which result in non-conductive
and conductive logic states respectively. Bridging faults can be
defined as a short between two lines, which are otherwise
unconnected. Crosstalk faults are also common in NoC
interconnect as channel lines are placed physically close to
each other, increasing the likelihood that logic signalling on
one line can affect the logic values on neighbouring lines. The
stuck-at, bridging and crosstalk faults that frequently occur in
the NoC interconnect, pose a significant challenge in the design
of reliable systems.
Typical in-field test techniques simply stop an executing
application and test for possible failures. This is not
permissible for mission critical systems as they cannot be
interrupted. The ideal solution is an online fault detection
mechanism however two key issues must be addressed: (1) test
intrusion – detection should be minimal and not reduce the
system performance and (2) test frequency – the level of testing
should be balanced to ensure minimal dynamic power
consumption for scalability. Testing with a high frequency
provides early fault detection but introduces high power
consumption. However, infrequent testing is not able to detect
potential faults promptly. The area/power overheads are key
impact factors in the scalability of NoC systems. Therefore,
this paper proposes a novel online test mechanism for NoC
interconnect based on the back-off algorithm, which provides a
balance between frequent and infrequent testing while
maintaining a minimal area/power cost. The approach supports
the detection of both permanents and intermittent faults. The
paper is organised as follows: fault testing/monitoring schemes
and strategies in electronic systems are reviewed in section 2
with a focus on NoC. Section 3 discusses the proposed novel
fault Monitor Module and online testing strategy. Section 4
presents results and performance analysis for a range of
experiments, and section 5 provides a conclusion and
highlights future work.

II.

MOTIVATION AND PREVIOUS WORK

Several methods can be used to enhance the capability of
NoCs to detect faults. A fault test mechanism using test data
generators and test error detectors has been explored in [10],
[18] for NoC interconnect fault testing. Self-tests were
implemented by transporting the testing data packets to the
components. A router test was also integrated in [7], including
the test of a router’s internal blocks, the control logic and
FIFOs. These approaches provide good methods of detecting
channel faults, however, all the nodes are in functional mode
which does not accommodate online tests and thus increases
boot up time. Such offline testing approaches have a significant
impact on the NoC as individual routers are pulled offline for
testing and can no longer transmit data during the period of
testing. In some computing systems, there is often a long
period of time after power-up which cannot be pulled offline or
interrupted, such as mission critical electronic systems. A
distributed on-line test method was proposed in [12] to detect
stuck-at and short wire faults in NoCs. In this approach, a
token-based technique was used to put only one router in test
mode while the others were in operational mode. However, the
nodes are tested sequentially, implying long test times which
do not support real-time detection. The online fault detection
approach in [19] utilises several specialised nodes in a NoC
called Test Infrastructure (TI) IP, which delivers test vectors to
a normal node or active BIST component to detect the router
fault. A node monitoring scheme must be provided in the
system snapshot determination phase to aid in managing the
test intrusion. The main drawback is that this testing strategy is
not fully distributed and the entire testing procedure is
terminated if TI-IP is faulty.
For an autonomous system that can self-detect, several key
functions need to be investigated: (1) the provision of online
detection with minimal intrusions and (2) support for
scalability via area/power-efficient fault detection mechanisms.
Current approaches have the aforementioned weaknesses and
do not fully address these requirements. This paper proposes
such a fault detection approach. In this paper, a novel monitor
module (MM) based on the back-off algorithm is proposed to
achieve dynamic testing. The key advantages of using dynamic
rates of testing include: (1) minimization of online intrusion
from testing and (2) maximising NoC throughput while still
ensuring sufficient testing is performed. The paper also
highlights the key low area/power overheads of the MM in
meeting scalability requirements.
III.

ONLINE TEST METHODOLOGY FOR NOC

This section presents an efficient, online fault detection
methodology for NoC interconnect across various faults.
A. Fault Models and Test Vectors
Stuck-at faults can be exercised by using two test packets of
‘All-One’ and ‘All-Zero’. However, to fully detect all bridging
faults, a set of walking-one data packets are required, where a
single bit is set to one and the rest are set to zero. The
Maximum Aggressor Fault (MAF) crosstalk model was
proposed in [20] and models faults on a victim line between a
two aggressor lines. In the MAF model, faults occur on the
victim line due to the effects from the adjacent aggressors. The

Fig. 1. Monitor Module (MM) architecture

Fig. 2. Connections between the modules inside the MM

Fig. 3. Header information of packets

six most common crosstalk errors are positive/negative glitch,
rising/falling delay, and rising/falling speedup. Eight test
vectors are used to exercise the crosstalk faults, which include
the test vectors for detecting stuck-at and bridging faults.
B. Online Fault Detection
The building block of the proposed fault detection
architecture is the MM circuit which is presented in Fig. 1. The
MM provides two main functions, which are (1) for the input
channel, it analyses the received test vectors and judges
whether the channel is faulty; if it is, the fault flag is raised to
inform the neighbouring node and thus prevent packets from
being corrupted and (2) for the output channel, it provides the
channel arbitration between the fault testing and regular
application and also it manages the testing frequency to reduce
the power consumption while maintaining sufficient testing.
The MM contains four sub-components: a Channel Tester
(CT), a Channel Congested Detector (CCD), a Traffic Sensor
Module (TSM) and a Test Interval Decision (TID) module.

The CT is the core module to test the channel and diagnose
the faults. It includes the test vectors generator (TVG) and test
response analyser (TRA) modules. Fig. 2 illustrates the
connections between the modules inside the MM. It can be
seen that the TVG in the transmitter (TX) side produces test
vectors of all-ones/zeros, walking-one or MAF etc. to stimulate
a NoC channel via transmission. The TRA in the receiver (RX)
side compares the values of the received test vectors from the
TVG. If they do not match, the present line under test is classed
as faulty and a fault flag is raised to inform the CCD of a fault
in its channel. The TRA in the RX side knows whether the
received packet is a test vector or a regular application packet
from the definition in the packets header. The general packet
layout is defined in Fig. 3, e.g. if the MSB of the header is ‘1’,
the packet is for testing otherwise it's a regular application
packet. The CCD module was proposed in our previous work
[21], [22] which provided the Busy and Congested signals to
inform the TX router of traffic conditions in the channel. In this
approach, it also receives the fault flag from the TRA and
outputs the three signals Busy/Congested/Faulty (B/C/F) to the
TX router. In such cases the channel is shared by traffic from
regular applications and from the fault detection application
(CT). For online testing, an arbitration mechanism must be
provided to decide whether the regular or fault application can
use the channel. Therefore, a priority must be given to one
application to allow access to the channel. This channel
arbitration is achieved by the TSM (discussed below). The TVG
also receives a parameter from TID to control the frequency of
the testing. The modules of TSM and TID are presented more
detailed in the following sections.
The role of TSM is to assess B/C/F lines and determine
whether the regular application is attempting to transmit data
by signalling from the Adaptable Arbitration Policy module
(AAP) or, whether the channel has been detected as faulty by
signaling from the CCD. From assessing the B/C/F lines, three
channel states and three channel conditions are abstracted.
Table I outlines all the channel states and conditions. The
channel states include Fault-free, Faulty and Recovery. If the
Faulty line is low, the state is ‘Fault-free’ otherwise it’s
defined as ‘Faulty’. If the channel is faulty but the fault
State
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Name
Fault-free (regular)
Essential test
Fault-free (test)
Faulty
Recovery (test)
Recovery (regular)

TABLE I.

NOC CHANNEL STATUSES AND PRIORITY DEFINITION

Channel States Conditions
C B I
(Status)
-- -- √
Fault-free
-- √ -√ -- -Faulty
-- -- -Recovery

--

--

--

Assigned Application Priority
Fault detection application
Regular application
Regular application
Fault detection application
Fault detection application for the
duration of critical testing period

Fig. 4 presents the state transitions between the 6 states.
The states names are presented in the key on the left and the
application priority is presented in each state. It can be seen
that after reset, the system is in state S1 i.e. Fault-free (regular),
where the regular application can transmit data at any time
through the fault-free channel; therefore the priority is assigned
to the regular application (Regular). This means that access to the
channel is given to Regular and the fault detection application
Test, is not permitted, i.e. (Regular > Test). After the regular
application finishes transmitting data and the channel becomes
idle, the state is changed to S3 i.e. Fault-free (test) where the
fault detection application is then permitted to gain access and
test the channel (i.e. Test > Regular). In addition, in state S1, if the
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disappears after a period of time, this state is defined as
‘Recovery’. The channel conditions include Congested, Busy
and Idle. If the congested line is high, the condition is
‘Congested.’ If the Busy line is high, the condition is ‘Busy’. If
the Congested and Busy lines are both low, the condition is
‘Idle’. When the channel is in ‘fault-free’ state, the regular
application is assigned priority and permitted access to the
channel. In this state, traffic conditions C=1 or B=1 (i.e.
Congested/Busy) are experienced and testing is forbidden. If
the channel condition is ‘idle’, then the fault detection
application is assigned priority and can test the channel.
Otherwise, if the channel is in a ‘faulty’ state, the regular
application is not permitted (no priority given) to transmit data
and the traffic conditions are therefore not relevant. Table I
outlines the basic priority rules and Fig. 4 illustrates the state
transitions and application priority.
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Fig. 4. Assigned application priority
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regular application always transmits data but TID module times
out and generates a test request, the channel access will still be
given to regular application and the test will be postponed.
However, if the regular application persists for a long time the
channel still needs to be tested in order to guarantee the
channel is fault-free. In such cases the state is changed to S2
i.e. Essential Test. In this state (Test > Regular), only one test
needs to be initiated and the state will quickly return to S1; e.g.
it returns channel access to the regular application if no faults
occur.
In states S2 and S3, during Test, if a fault is detected by the
MM, then fault flag (FF) is ‘1’ and the state will be changed to
S4 i.e. Faulty. If this Faulty state occurs, the fault detection
application tests the channel repeatedly and restricts the regular
application from transmitting data on the detected faulty
channel, i.e. Test > Regular. If the detection result is reported
continuously as faulty, the channel is classed as having a
permanent fault and the state remains the same. However, if the
fault disappears after testing, the detection result indicates
fault-free again and the channel is viewed as being free from
faults (i.e. has recovered from an intermittent fault) and the
state will be changed to S5 i.e. Recovery (test). If the channel is
identified as faulty, the router in the TX side can forward the
packets to other fault-free channels based on the adaptive
routing algorithm [21].
In state S5, the channel is tested for an additional testing
period to guarantee the channel has recovered from the fault.
This testing period is defined as the ‘check period’. The
channel is said to be fault-free if it passes all the tests during
the check period and the state is set to S1, otherwise, the state
is set to ‘Faulty’ if a fault is detected again. In addition, in the
S5 state (Test > Regular), regular application traffic is allowed to
transmit data in the channel and the state will be changed to S6
i.e. Recovery (regular). However, the regular application
transmission is performed at a restricted rate as testing is also
performed. For example, between each channel test the regular
application transmits traffic data through the channel in order
to minimise intrusion from testing and increase throughput.
This arbitration allows the access to the channel to be
controlled by the TSM.
C. Minimising Intrusion of Testing
In the case when Test > Regular, the fault detection application
can test the channel. However, it is not necessary to test the
channels continuously and at short time intervals. In terms of
scalability, the more frequent testing is performed the more
dynamic power is consumed. The number of tests should be
decreased to minimise power consumption but yet sufficient in
quantity to ensure that the channel is tested adequately.
Therefore, a test interval parameter generated by the TID
module is employed to manage the frequency of performing
tests on NoC channels, which allows the time period between
tests to be varied. This period of time is defined as the test
interval value (TIV), N, and it is used to increase or decrease
the rate of testing.
The TIV can be regular or irregular. Regular testing
initiates the tests every time after a pre-set interval period,
where the pre-set interval period can be a random value. If the
TIV is small, the testing is frequent with high power

requirement but can promptly detect potential faults. If the TIV
is large, testing is less frequent but the power consumption and
intrusion of the test requirements are lower. When irregular
testing is applied the TIV is not fixed but rather increases after
each test is performed. In this paper, a novel approach is
implemented by varying the test interval period based on a
back-off algorithm [23]. In computer networks the back-off
algorithm, known as binary exponential back-off, is employed
to schedule retransmissions of the same block of data to avoid
network congestion [24]. In this work, novelty resides in using
the back-off algorithm in a NoC and also in simplifying the
algorithm for an efficient implementation using a compact
shift-register. The test interval period starts with a small value
and gradually increases after each test, where the test interval
value after the ith test is expressed by N(i) = 2(i-1), e.g. after the
3rd test (i=3), N=4. In this strategy a threshold value of 128
clock cycles is selected as the maximum test interval value,
where N has a range 1
128 . Thus the pattern for
irregular testing based on the back-off is that individual tests
are frequent at the beginning but gradually become relaxed as
the TIV increases towards N max.
The benefits of using the back-off algorithm are (1)
congestion avoidance for NoC channels based on priority
definition (2) a compact hardware implementation of the TID
module (i.e. a shift-register) that supports scalability of the
MM; (3) test frequency management to reduce power
consumption. These key benefits are demonstrated in the result
section of the paper. Typically, intermittent faults can return
quickly after a channel recovers and often we seek to test more
frequently just after the recovery for early detection of potential
repetitions of a fault. However, as time progresses and no faults
are detected, it is likely that the fault will not immediately reoccur and therefore the frequency of testing can be relaxed.
This relaxing approach increases throughput performance by
freeing the NoC channels for traffic. More importantly, it
reduces power consumed by the testing process. The proposed
implementation of the back-off algorithm provides a good
balance in achieving such performances while maintaining
sufficient testing for early detection of faults. The novelty of
this paper resides in the use of the back-off algorithm and its
implementation to achieve this balance.
IV.

RESULTS

This section presents the methodology of evaluation for the
online fault testing strategy and also gives a test environment to
analyse the regular and irregular testing procedures. The area
and power consumption for the implementation of NoC routers
with these two mechanisms are also presented.
A. Methodology of Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the online testing
strategy, the EMBRACE NoC router in our previous work
[21], [22] has been extended to include a MM in each of its
four co-ordinate channels and has been implemented using
VHDL. The modified NoC router is characterized by its ability
to detect faults online while minimising intrusion to NoC
traffic and resultant area/power overheads from testing. A 3x3
NoC prototype based on a mesh topology was developed as
illustrated in Fig. 5. The clock frequency is 100MHz. (Note:
The proposed approach is independent of the NoC topology

and can be implemented in most general NoC topologies, such
as torus, ring-bus and hypercube etc. The test environment in
this paper uses a mesh topology as a demonstrator). Each node
sends packets at a packet inject rate (PIR), i.e. the number of
clock cycles to send one packet. In the system of Fig. 5, node
[3,3] sends the packets more frequently than node [1,3];
therefore the test behaviours can be analysed under different
traffic conditions, e.g. busy/idle.

priority definition in Fig. 4, the regular application can get
access to the channel immediately without suspension as the
fault detection application only tests the channel when it is idle.
Therefore, the fault detection application does not affect the
network latency and throughput; 2). However, if the channel is
busy (i.e. the regular application always transmits data and lasts
a long time), the MM will change to S2 state i.e. ‘Essential
Test’ as shown in Fig.4, where one test needs to be initiated.
The time period of a single test (denoted by Nt) for stuck-at,
bridging and crosstalk faults are 2, 2 and 9 clock cycles.
Therefore, during the essential test state, the router latency will
be increased by 2, 2 and 9 clock cycles. Assume that the clock
period is tclk, the channel width is w-bits and the channel
occupying time by the regular application before essential test
is performed as No clock cycles. In this paper, one flit is
transmitted every clock cycle. Therefore, the throughput during
this time period (Te) can be defined by (1), where
is the
total packet bits transmitted in the time period of
.
(1)
In order to calculate degradation we must first obtain the total
max throughput (T), e.g. when time Nt is used to transmit
application data and not perform testing. Equation (2) defines T
where the total transmitted packet bits are increased to be
.
(2)

Fig. 5. Test environment (Prototype)

The common stuck-at, bridging and crosstalk faults are also
considered, which can be enabled manually to inject faults.
Based on this test environment, the fault detection behaviour
can be analysed, especially the change in the test interval value
during regular and irregular testing methods under different
channel conditions.
B. Results and Analysis
In this section, the results of the proposed work are
highlighted, including testing time, fault coverage, testing
impact and testing behaviours.

Therefore, throughput degradation (Td) due to essential testing
can be calculated by the relative difference equation (3), where
the
is the difference between the max throughput and
the throughput when under essential testing, and Td represents
the essential test throughput degradation comparing to the max
throughput T.
1

(3)

(b) Fault coverage and scalability: As each link is tested by
one pair of MM, the proposed mechanism can test links
simultaneously and provide up to 100% fault detection for all
the links. The MM is independent of the topology and the area
footprint per MM remains constant. The MM is scalable as the
total area occupied by the MMs in a NoC grows linearly with
the number of routers.

If we consider the essential test initiates when the channel is
occupied for 0.1 ms, then No = 10,000 (100 MHz clk).
Therefore, the throughput degradation is 0.02%, 0.02% and
0.89% for stuck-at, bridging and crosstalk fault detection. This
throughput degradation is very low if considering the added
fault tolerance capabilities; 3). However, if the channel is
faulty, the regular application is forbidden to transmit data and
as a result of the fault the network latency increases and
throughput decreases. Such performance degradation depends
on the traffic patterns, fault rates and routing policies, which is
beyond the scope of this paper. However the performance
degradation can be minimised by repair techniques through a
data splitting method [16], [25] and/or adaptive routing strategy
[22] etc. For example, the HLAFT routing [14] has 0.9% and
12.61% throughput degradation under transpose traffic pattern
for 5% and 10% fault rates, respectively.

(c) Testing impact: Network latency and throughput are
analysed under different channel conditions to examine how
the online testing affects NoC performance. 1). When the
channel is fault-free and not busy, based on the application

(d) Testing behaviours: The testing behaviours should be
analysed under different channel conditions. Section 3 outlined
that when the channel is occupied by the regular application,
the MM does not test the channel. When the channel is faulty,

(a) Testing time: Based on the test vectors of fault models
[10], [20], the testing time of an n-bit channel for stuck-at,
bridging and crosstalk fault detection is 2, 2*(n-1) and 9*(n-1)
clock cycles, respectively. The MAF crosstalk model is
complex; therefore the testing time for this model is longer
than the bridging and stuck-at faults.

the MM tests the channel constantly. However, the test
behaviour is different when the channel is (1) idle or (2) in the
state of recovery as it uses the back-off strategy (irregular
testing model). In the following experiments, crosstalk faults
were used as they represent a comprehensive range of faults
and include stuck-at and bridging type faults; e.g. the test
vectors of stuck-at and bridging are included in the crosstalk.
To fully evaluate the back-off strategy, the test behaviours
are analysed under the conditions that the channel is in the state
of idle or recovery. Results in Fig. 6 demonstrate how the MM
can provide a balance between providing rapid testing
immediately after a channel recovers from a fault and,
gradually relaxing the test interval time as the ‘critical testing
period’ expires to allow the NoC to quickly reach its maximum
throughput. This ‘critical testing period’ is defined as the time
permitted for a channel to recover from a fault condition while
it is still under critical monitoring. The number of additional
tests is varied according to the application field, and the more
additional tests that are initiated, the better the channel is
monitored. Note that the additional tests in the critical testing
period are only used to monitor if an intermittent fault reoccurs. They are not used for transient fault detection as a
single-event transient pulse-width is in the range 900ps to 3ns
for a 1.5µm technology and rapidly scale down with the
technology [26]. However, the typical duration of intermittent
faults caused by voltage fluctuations is from several to
hundreds of nanoseconds [27]. In this study the clock period is
10ns and the critical testing period is defined as the time to
complete seven tests (i.e. more than 1,000ns for irregular
testing) which are sufficient to assess channel recovery.
Irregular Testing

N=32

N=16

N=8

In contrast, using the regular testing mode when N=2, the
channel is tested very frequently. However, this is not ideal, for
example, when a channel is diagnosed to be fault-free and in
the ‘Recovery’ state, the channel should be relaxed after a
period of time and not be tested consistently with such
frequency as more power is consumed. On the other hand,
using the regular testing mode with a higher value of N=32,
the power consumption is low but may lead to sub-standard
monitoring of faults due to low frequent testing. The use of the
irregular testing strategy achieves a balance between the two
cases. For example, the total time to complete critical testing of
the regular and irregular testing methods are shown in Table II,
where the total time required for irregular testing is smaller
(126 clock cycles) compared with regular testing (159) when
N>=16 for the regular mode. Table II highlights that using the
irregular back-off approach, achieves a good balance between
completing sufficient tests early after recovery in the test
period while reducing the total test time.
TABLE II. COMPLETE CRITICAL TESTING PERIOD (CLOCK CYCLES)

Testing Method
Time required
N=2

N=2

Total time

35

TIV(i) [Clock Cycles]

irregular testing method is very small (TIV < 5 clock cycles)
and therefore rapidly tests the channel to provide sufficient
testing when recovering from faults. However the rate of
testing is relaxed in test #5~#7 after the channel shows
complete recovery from the fault (TIV > 30 clock cycles).

Regular
N=8 N=16

N=32

Irregular
Back-off

63

63

63

63

63

12

48

96

192

63

75

111

159

255

126
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25
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5
0
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8

Test(i)

Fig. 6. Test procedures in the critical testing period

Fig. 6 shows the test interval time for regular and irregular
testing with the back-off strategy; e.g. for regular testing TIV is
set to a constant value, N, where N
2, 4, 8, 16 or 32 . The
TIV for irregular testing increases in an exponential manner as
it is generated by the back-off algorithm. In the critical testing
period, the total time period required to complete the seven
∑ TIV i , where Test(i) is the ith test
tests ∑ Test i
time and TIV(i) is the test interval value between Test(i) and
Test(i+1). The time taken to perform one test for a crosstalk
fault is a constant value of 9 clock cycles. Therefore, the time
period for all seven tests is dependent on the total duration of
time between tests, e.g. ∑ TIV i . Fig. 6 shows how the
proposed irregular testing strategy minimises the test time (via
increased TIV) to free the channel for NoC traffic while in the
recovery state; i.e. the shaded area between the curve and Xaxis. It can be seen that in tests #1 to #4, the TIV of the

C. Scalability Analysis
In this section results on the power consumption and area
overhead for both regular and irregular testing methods were
analysed for the duration of one test phase (defined as the
critical testing period of the irregular testing mode, where N
reaches a maximum value of 128). The router was
implemented on a Xilinx Virtex-6 XC6VLX760 FPGA device
for validation and the ISE design suite was used to estimate
power consumption and area overhead.
Table III shows the dynamic power consumption of one
router with 4 MM for both regular and irregular (back-off)
testing and illustrates the dynamic power consumption for
irregular and 5 examples of regular testing where the time
interval is increased from N=2 up to N=64. Table III highlights
the x2.9 reduction in dynamic power consumption between
regular testing with a fixed value of N=2 and the proposed
irregular testing. The dynamic power decreases in regular
testing as the value of N increases, as tests are performed at a
lower frequency. However, the power consumption for
irregular testing is a constant value of 0.235W. It achieves a
low power consumption which is almost equal to that of
regular testing when N is fixed at 32 (with such infrequent tests
it may be difficult to guarantee that any recurring faults can be
promptly detected).

In addition the router was synthesised and mapped based on
the SAED 90nm CMOS libraries to fully assess the scalability.
The hardware areas occupied by the four MMs and one router
are summarized in the bottom of Table IV for regular/irregular
testing methods and the three different fault types: stuck-at,
bridging and crosstalk. The total MM area overhead is
calculated for four MMs occupied in one router. It illustrates
that (1) the MMs and router with irregular testing occupied a
larger area than those with regular testing irrespective of the
fault type. This is mainly due to the TID module in the
irregular testing implementation occupying additional area
which does not exist in the regular testing; and (2) the router
for the crosstalk faults occupied a larger area than those for the
bridging faults which is larger than the one for stuck-at faults.
As the crosstalk fault model is the most complex this additional
area overhead is expected. It can be also seen that the area
overhead of the MMs for the crosstalk is the largest, i.e.
16.24% and 18.84% for regular/irregular testing modes.
However, the irregular testing model exhibits a small increase
of area overhead (~2.5%) compared to the regular testing
model.
TABLE III.

of MM is allocated per channel. The approach in [12] can
detect stuck-at and bridging faults, but the test units occupy a
larger area overhead. The approaches in [7] and [10] also
provide concurrent testing for NoC interconnects however,
they only perform offline testing and must stop the executing
NoC application during testing. In addition, the approach in [7]
also requires a higher area overhead for test units. For the
crosstalk fault detection of almost same channel width (36/32bit), the area overhead of our work is a little higher (~5%) than
the approach in [10]. However, this result does not prohibit its
scalability as the additional area overhead of 5% is relatively
low when we consider that the added advantage provided by
online testing.
TABLE IV.
Metrics
Approaches

Online

Nonintrusive

[12]a

√

×

[7]b

×

N/A

Stuck-at
Bridging
Shorts

[10]c

×

N/A

Crosstalk

This work
(Regular
testing)

√

√

Irregular
testing

√

√

DYNAMIC POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON

Power consumption
Testing methods
Irregular Back-off algorithm
N=2
N=8
Regular
N=16
N=32
N=64

Dynamic (W)
0.235
0.685
0.490
0.354
0.238
0.151

The results demonstrate that the inclusion of irregular
testing using back-off does not prohibit its scalability as the
additional area overhead of [10.16~18.84%] is relatively low
combined with its low power overhead. Therefore, irregular
testing provides a good trade-off between achieving low
area/power consumption while performing dynamic rates of
testing during critical recovery periods to enable prompt
detections of faults. Achieving low area/power consumption is
a critical performance outcome to ensure that the scalability of
any NoC-based system can be sustained. In the meantime, one
extreme situation should also be considered, where the fault
rate is very high. For this scenario, the regular testing with high
frequency (e.g. N=2) can guarantee the system is monitored
closely and faults are detected promptly. Therefore, the regular
and irregular testing methods can be selected based on the
application under consideration.
Table IV also presents the performance comparison of the
proposed regular/irregular testing models against other
approaches [7], [10], [12]. Only [12] and this proposed work
provide an online testing capability. The advantage of [12] is
that it can test the faults of both interconnect and routers;
therefore the area overhead is a little high. However the fault
detection mechanism of [12] uses a token-based strategy where
each channel is monitored sequentially; this exhibits significant
test times. Our proposed approach performs concurrent testing
and therefore avoids such delays. For example, the tests for all
individual channels can be initiated simultaneously as one pair

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON/AREA OVERHEAD
Fault type

Stuck-at
Bridging
Crosstalk
Stuck-at
Bridging
Crosstalk

Link
width

32
48
16
32
64
36

36

Area
overhead

23%
65%
43.96%
8.01%
13.03%
22.64%
7.19%
11.17%
16.24%
10.16%
13.90%
18.84%

Modules used in the calculation of area overhead include Test
Pattern Generator, Test Response Analyzer, Fault Diagnosis
Module;
b.
Area overhead is calculated by (TDG+TED)/RASoC= (341+
401)/1688 = 43.96%;
c.
Area overhead is calculated based on point-to-point MAF self-test
methodology.
a.

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel online fault detection strategy
for NoC interconnect which uses a monitor module with a
back-off capability to achieve irregular or dynamic testing. The
reported benefits demonstrate an increase in the NoC system
performance by providing dynamic testing to promptly
evaluate the channel in critical recovery periods, and also to
relax testing when it has completely recovered. In particular,
the results demonstrate low area/power overheads of the MM
to meet scalability requirements. Having a NoC that can detect
faults efficiently is important however it is also important to
establish approaches to restore functionality under the presence
of faults. Therefore, future work will extend the current online
fault detection strategy by investigating repair mechanisms.
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